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Abstract
Coastline Difference Measurement (CDM) Method is designed to provide a fast and practical way to obtain distance differences
between 2 taut zonal coastlines. Comparison purposes could be considered as change detection to monitoring coastal zones or obtaining
accuracies while studying coastline extraction methods. In this study CDM method is explained over a coastline extraction case. In this
example case, CDM method is used to measure accuracy of the estimated coastline via Extra Trees (ET) machine learning model. Main
advantages and limitations of the methods are explained.
Keywords: Coastline Comparison, Change Detection, Coastline Extraction

measuring results could vary according to measurement
direction. This direction consists of user-defined
directionality along the reference coastline. In that
manner, measurement results could vary according to
user’s datum direction choice. Another problem in this
measurement way is caused by strong and frequent
directional changes along most of the coastlines. This
problem makes one datum direction useless at the most
of the cases and forces researchers to create multiple
datum directions. As the results of these user
dependencies, time loss and different measurements
could occur.

Introduction
Coastal areas have emerged to be the most important and
dynamic regions, worldwide. They are unique areas on
earth because they are the connection between water
body and land (Paravolidakis et al., 2018). Coastline is
the boundary of the land and ocean masses, and
knowledge of the coastline is the basis for measuring and
characterizing the resources and environment of the land
and ocean (Zhang, et al., 2013). The coastline refers to
the intersection where the sea and the land meet, in the
simplest terms (Gazioğlu et al., 1997; Kaya, 2010;
Simav et al., 2013). Coastline detection is an actual
multifarious subject, primarily the improbability of
classifying a clear totally accepted description of what a
coastline is, furthermore defining a method of
monitoring coastline behaviors for a certain period of
time (Kavzoğlu & Cölkesen, 2009). The boundaries in
defining the coastal strip with conventional techniques
and approaches may be limited to human perception and
predictions. However, the fact that the automated
systems are being used at a higher rate every day reveals
new application requirements in this regard. In general,
conventional approaches to coastal line extraction can
offer an automated coastline extraction methodology
based on region segmentations and image processing
techniques for edge detection (Yu et al., 2012).

Coastline Difference Measurement (CDM) Method is
designed to provide a fast and practical way to obtain
distance differences between coastlines. Main
motivations of this method are decreasing time of preprocessing and providing repeatable results from
multiple users while measuring differentiations from
reference coastlines. In this study CDM method
formulation is explained over a coastline extraction case.
In the example case, CDM method is used to measure
accuracy of the estimated coastline via Extra Trees (ET)
machine learning model.
Material
For the example case, coastline is provided from a
Sentinel-2A Multi-Spectral image (MSI) with 10-m
spectral resolutions (Fig. 1a). Area of interest is cropped
from image as 300x300 pixels dimensions (Fig. 1b).

Irregular and variable geometrical aspects of coastlines
could cause uncertainties while comparing spatial
differences in area of interests. Comparison purposes
could be considered as change detection to monitoring
coastal zones (Nassar et al., 2019; Yulianto et al., 2019)
or obtaining accuracies while studying coastline
extraction methods (Wicaksono et al., 2019; Zollini et
al., 2020). While measuring differentiation from a point
in the reference coastline, simple point-to-point

Reference coastline is extracted by hand using Global
Mapper software (v20.0) produced by Blue Marble
Geographics Company (Fig. 2a). To generating
estimated coastline, (Fig. 2b) Extra Trees model from the
"Scikit-Learn" module is used.
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unsupervised problems (Pedregosa et al., 2011; Buitinck
et al., 2013). Python programming language (Python,
2020) is also used to apply CDM formulations over the
example case.

Scikit-learn is a module for Python programming
language that integrates a wide range of modern machine
learning algorithms for mid-range supervised and

Fig. 1: Satellite images (a) Sentinel-2A MSI (40.54o-41.55o N/28.20o-29.48o E, Acquisition Date: 09.11.2019) (b) Area
of Interest (40.98o-41.01o N/28.52o-29.55o E)

Fig. 2 Compared coastlines (a) Rectified reference coastline (b) Estimated coastline
Method
coastline in the differential parts is calculated. If
reference coastline and differential coastline does not
share same start point or end point area calculation
reveals an error. To preventing the error in such cases,
differential coastline is accepted starts and ends by the
same points with reference coastline with 2 additional
points.

Coastline Difference Measurement method starts by
finding intersections between reference coastline and
differential coastline. Areas which are include deviations
from the reference coastline among the intersection
points identified as differential parts (Fig. 3). The area
(A) between the reference coastline and the differential
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Fig. 3: Representation of difference calculation.
In order to calculate the difference per meter (d) (Equation 1) for a differential part, calculated area is divided by the
reference coastline length (L) of the differential part. Thus, amount of the difference (|d|), occurring at 1 meter in the
differential parts is determined as a mean distance. If the deviation is seaward, the amount of difference is indicated as
positive, if it is landward it is indicated as negative with a sign coefficient.

A
L
1  deviation is seaward
s

1  deviation is landwar 

d s

(Eq.1)

By repeating calculation of d for differential parts along the reference coastline a difference plot is occurred (
Fig. 4). By the help of this plot differential parts and
differences are revealed along the reference coastline.

Fig. 4 Difference plot.
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comparatively better than the conventional methods. In
the light of this assessment, using the CDM method as
an alternative for qualified coastline extraction has
practical benefits.

To calculate the overall difference of two coastlines (D)
over the number of differential parts (n) a similar
formula to Root-mean-square deviation is applied with a
difference of deviation coefficient (ρ) (Equation 2).
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Main advantages of this method are:
 Calculates overall differences by decreasing the
effect of the coastline shape and applicable
wider range of complex shaped coastlines.
 Decreasing time of pre-processing.
 Providing repeatable results from multiple users
while measuring differentiations from reference
coastlines.
 Providing opportunity to make more
comparisons in the same amount of time to
obtain statistical significances of the coastline
extraction methods for researchers.
 Helps the automatizations of coastline change
detection processes by decreasing the
supervising requirements.
 Thresholding, edge detection and effective
contour fitting improved the accuracy of the
removed coastline.

(Eq.2)

D converges to absolute maximum difference (|dmax.|)
while ρ  ∞ and converges to absolute minimum
difference (|dmin.|) while ρ  -∞ with a sigmoidal
curve. To find an optimum ρ value to consider weights
of large differences, ρ is calculated by using variance to
mean ratio as exponentially (Equation 3) (equation 4).
While calculating variance value, μ refers to mean of
absolute values of differences. To simply find the
average of differences ρ could be taken as 1.

1
n

 Li

n

 d

   Li
2

i

(Eq.3)

Limitations of the method are:
 Since the intersections required to calculate
differences, detailed results may not occurs
along the reference coastline if there is low
number of intersection points.
 Different algorithms or any other technique
should be applied to generate a more accurate
coastal surface classification map for mapping
accurate shorelines in various coastal zones.
 As the worst case, method just detects 2
intersection points (start and end points) and
calculates overall difference as dividing
differential are by reference coastline length.
 Ground truths acquired by the traditional
surveying method could be used for
determining accuracies of the generated
coastline.

i1

i 1
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1  0 

(Eq. 4)

After d substituted in Equation 2 without sign coefficient
since absolute values are considered, final formula to
calculate overall differences (D) is obtained in equation
5.
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After method is applied to example case; ρ and D values
are calculated as 0.708 m and 5.047 m respectively.

Results and Discussion:
Coastline Difference Measurement method is designed
to provide a fast and practical way to obtain distance
differences between coastlines which belong to same
area. The mathematics of the CDM method provides a
solid foundation for the processing and calculation of
real-world differences, such as shoreline lengthcoastline. Due to the mathematics concept of the CDM
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